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ALL ABOUT
ANNA HINKLE
On my little corner of the internet, I  
share real mom life moments as a
mom of two, my casual style as a
former personal stylist, and
encouraging words to lift others
up. I strive to connect with like-
minded women by keeping things
real and honest in sharing my
everyday stories, specifically with
motherhood and fashion.

IG STATS &
ANALYTICS
93% Women
48% Ages 25-34 | 33% Ages 35-44
40% Pittsburgh Area 

Follower Count 1.6K
Avg Engagement Rate: 9%

SERVICES
OFFERED

- Social Media Promotion
-IG/FB Static Feed Post
-IG/FB Stories

- Blog Posts
- Representation at Events
- Freelance Content Writing

With a Bachelor's Degree in Marketing and
10 years of sales experience, I bring a
thoughtful and authentic approach to the
brands I work with.

With a niche in representing local brands
and small businesses, I understand the
importance in increasing your brand
exposure.

Brands I've worked with: Henne Jewelers,
FridaBaby, Giant Eagle, Once Upon a
Child, LOFT, Pink Blush Maternity, Sabika,
Jonathan Michael's Boutique,  Clarabella
Beauty Bar, Versona and more.

PLEASE CONTACT FOR PRICING SHEET.



I asked Anna Hinkle to join us at LOFT to host an exclusive shopping event in
December 2019. Anna was incredibly quick to respond and excited to coordinate an

event. Anna created an event page on Facebook with a lovely graphic as well as
promptly sharing the event to her followers on Instagram. Anna visited a few weeks
prior to the event for an exclusive Instagram sneak preview of the current fashion to
her followers. During her visit, we discussed LOFT’s fashion focus, product knowledge

and details of the event.
 

The day of the event, Anna arrived exclusively in LOFT. She also brought a feature
graphic to place at the wrap-desk so every client would be aware of the event

even if they had missed it on social media. Anna was hands-on with the followers
that came to the event and even with other clients. Anna was friendly and excited
about our clothing, helped to outfit clients and generally made everyone -- from

clients to associates -- feel at ease.
 

Anna made it easy to coordinate and plan the event together. She was professional
and fun to work with. Anna is a skilled fashion influencer and it shows not only in her

promotion of the event, but also her hands-on outfitting of the clients. We had a
significant boost in sales due to the event and I look forward to bringing her back

for more. I would recommend Anna to anyone searching for an experienced stylist
to host an event or connect with over social media.

 
-Teresa Puskaric, Store Manager, LOFT The Waterfront

Testimonials

I would truly recommend working with Anna, she is very professional, fun, honest
and we completely loved having her at our Frozen II Event and can’t wait to work

with her again.  -Tina, Owner, Mystical Dream Travel

EVENT REPRESENTIATON AND BLOG POST

SOCIAL MEDIA PROMOTION, EVENT
REPRESENTATION, GIVEAWAY

SOCIAL MEDIA PROMOTION
The photo is absolutely adorable and the caption

was perfect!
-Once Upon a Child


